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Bag #s 13 & 14: QB Unit T & U,
Background Cutting Instructions
Fabric #23: Is used to cut
the fabric pieces for Unit T
Background Template T-1. You
will find the Template in Bag #13.

Fabric Swatch Box
Background Sections

Fabric #23
Step 1: Cut (8) 5-1/2” by 42”
strips across the width of the
fabric. Stack the strips facing right-sides-up into one stack.

Step 2: Position both Unit T Background Template T-1 Layout Sheets
onto the top layer of your strips. Using the edge of the first template as
a guide cut your fabric strips into two groups of eight pieces.

Step 3: Slice through the paper and fabric on each Cut Line to
separate the sections. Repeat the cutting for the second group.

Bag #s 13 & 14: QB Unit T & U,
Accent Cutting Instructions
Fabric #24: Is used to cut
the fabric pieces for Unit T
Accent Template T-2. You will
find the Template in Bag #13.

Fabric Swatch Box
Accent Sections

Fabric #24
Step 1: Cut (6) 5-1/2” by 42”
strips across the width of the
fabric. Stack the strips facing right-sides-up into one stack.

Step 2: Position both Unit T Accent Template T-2 Layout Sheets
onto the top layer of your strips. Using the edge of the template
as a guide, cut the first six pieces. Remove the top layer of fabric
from the strip set leaving only (5) layers of fabric. Position the
second layout sheet on the remaining strips and cut five more
pieces. Reposition the second layout sheet cut five more pieces.
Cut 6 Pieces

Cut 5 Pieces

Cut 5 Pieces

Step 3: Restack the (16) pieces under the layout sheets into (2)
stacks of (8). Slice through the paper and fabric on each Cut Line.

Step 4: Clip the fabric pieces together and place in Bag #13.
Step 4: Clip the fabric pieces together and place in Bag #13.

Fabric #23: Is also used to cut the fabric pieces for Unit U Background
Template U-1 Layout Sheet. You will find the Template in Bag #14
(Swatch Above).

Fabric #24: Is used to cut the fabric pieces for Unit U Accent
Template U-2. You will find the Template in Bag #14 (Swatch Above).

Step 1: Cut (4) 6” by 42” strips across the width of the fabric. Stack the
strips facing right-sides-up into one stack.

Step 1: Cut (4) 5-1/2” by 42” strips across the width of the
fabric. Stack the strips facing right-sides-up into one stack.

Step 2: Position the Unit U Background Template U-1 onto the top
layer of your strips. Using the edge of the template as a guide cut your
first four pieces. Reposition the template and cut four additional pieces.

Step 2: Position Unit U Accent Template U-2 onto the top layer
of your strips. Using the edge of the template as a guide cut your
first four pieces. Reposition the template and cut four additional
pieces.

Cut (4) Additional Pieces

Cut (4) Additional Pieces

Step 3: Restack the (8) pieces under the layout sheet. Using your ruler
and rotary cutter, slice through the paper and fabric on each Cut Line.

Step 3: Restack the (8) pieces under the layout sheet. Using
your ruler and rotary cutter, slice through the paper and fabric on
each Cut Line.

Step 4: Clip the fabric pieces together and place in Bag #14.

Step 4: Clip the fabric pieces together and place in Bag #14.
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